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ABSTRACT 

Measurements on large angle photoproduction 

of rr+-mesons from hydrogen have been made at the 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center for photon 

energies between 5 GeV and 15.5 GeV and u-values 

from +.05 (GeV/c12 to -1.3 (GeV/c12. The measure4 

cross section decreased with energy approximately 

-3 as k , showing no shrinkage in this range of 

u-va 1 ucs. Furthermore the cross section had a 

smooth u dependence wi th no si ,q of a di p at 

u ‘” -.15 (ccv/c)2 as would be expected fro:*1 nucleon 

++ exchange. ,I- a production was measured at 5 GcV 

and shoi.,s a rapit decrease wi th i ncreas in.7 lu I. 
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Prcl iminary results on the photopreduction froril hydrn.qcn 

of sinzlc fi +-mesons at 1 arzc an,~l es have previously hecn 

reported(l) in the enerry,y range of 3 GcV to 10 CeV anti1 at II valircs 

of +.O5 (GeV/c,) 
2 

to -0.7 (GeV/c12. These measure 1 cross sect ions 

showed a relatively s~nnll hacl;\vard peal: near 1.1 = 0, a sl ir;ht 

decrease to\,vards positive u values, and a smooth decrease tmJar-ls 

more negative u values with no sign of a dip at u = -.15 (CeV/c> 2 . 

The energy dependence was close to The !t,eneral behavior of 

the cross sectiorl was explained by E. A. Paschos (2 > assmi ;I,? the 

process to be dominated by u-cllannel s exctianfr,e. Yo:Jevc r f ram ta 

recent rlleasurment(3) of IT- + P -+ p- + P an,l using the Vector 

Do?li nance i.lo,lel , Kane(4) showed that I = 3/Z exchange can 

contribute at the riost 20:: to the total backward r[+ 

photoproduction cross section. The largest contribution to t!;e 

cross section !llust therefore result from trajectories with isospin 

I = l/2, and we would have expected the u dependence of the d+ 

photoproductien cross sectio;l to be similar to the II+P elastic 

scattering cross section, e .s. shox a sharp di p at 

U” -.15 (GcV/c)2. The lack of sucil a dip is puzzl inz. In this 

experi:,lcnt we have greatly increased the precision of our previous 

data and extended the range in u and s. The net/ data a,n;ree we1 1 

with the old data and clearly demonstrate the lack of a dip at 

u ” -. 15 (GeV/c> 2. iJe have also marlc incasurcments on the process 

7 + i’ --) R- + A++ (12361, \vhi ch in the u-channel must proceed hy 

I = 3/2 (A) exchange. 

Fig. 1 shop/s the experimental layout. The lilo:‘len tllln 

analyzed electron beam was run thrduzh a variable copper rnciiator 
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typically about . 08 radiation lengths thick, placed in front of a 

tllin wa11eA 1 iquid hytiro~en target 15” long and 3.5” in diameter. 

The target could be remotely positioned relative to the beam to 

ach i eve opt imum runn i ng condi t ions. Two cl ipping co1 1 imators with 

diameters of 1.5” and 2” were placed upstream of the radiator to 

remove any low energy halo of particles around the main electron 

b e a m . 

The It-mesons were analyzed with a 100 in. radius, 90’ 

vertical bend spectrometer(S). The spectrometer focussed the 

horizontal production angles and momenta onto a single focal 

plane. It was second-order corrected SQ tllat the focal plane was 

normal to the beam of particles. As shown in Fig. 1, vertical 

sl its were placed between the target and spectroiileter to reduce 

the backgrounds ari sin2 f ram sources other than’ the 1 iquid 

hydrogen. 

The counter sys ten is shown in more deta i 1 in the insert 

in Fig. 1. Eight 10 X 3/4 X l/4 in. hodoscope counters were user1 

to spl it up the focal plane. The trigger system consisted of five 

large scinti 1 lation counters and a threshold Lucite Ccren!:ov 

counter. The counter system was rotatable so that the hodosconc 

counters could be oriented alon lines of constant missing iltass. 

There were two variable absorber chanzcrs in tile counter 

telescooe. The absorber and the biases of the Ccrenkov countnr 

were varieal to minimize the backJ;round. 

Gcoi.lctric nnA absorption lL)sses of the II-iylesons :txrr) 

;jeteriiincd cxperii.lcntal ly anil *:~ore known to ahout 23:. 

Corrections due to losses fro:il decay in flir;ht were calculated to 
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an CStiiXltf?d accuracy of f32. The total charzc in the heam was 

determined to 2% or better using two toroid nioni tors as ml 1 as, a 

secondary el.iission moni tot-. In adl1ition to the copper ra*liator, 

the effective radiator in the beat-1 line due to adizIitions1 material 

in the beam line and to electroproduction was both masurcd and 

calculated. The values of the effective radiator obtained fro!;l 

these two methods were in reasonable agreement and the total 

contribution to the experimental errors from t5ls source was 

estimted to be about 33. During the course of this experiment, 

the momentum cal ibration .of the spectronetcr was detemined to 

better than . 1% from the sharp threshold for single x-meson 

production, The spectrometer acceptance was known to +32. 

Yield curves were taken by fixing the primary beam energy 

and the angle of the spectroneter anti varying the rnonentum setting 

of the spectroineter. FiE. 2 shows such excitation curves for II+ 

and r[-- mesons for an incident bremsstrahlung beam with an 

end-point energy of 5.5 GeV. The r[+ curve corresponds to 

u = -. 01 (GeV/c12 and the n-curve corresponds to 

U = +0.04 (CeV/c12. The horizontal scale of Fig. 2 shot/s the 

(missing mass> 2 of the unobserved particle X in the reaction 

assuming the photon c!nerzy to be equal to t!?e end-point encrr:y. 

Ttle upper (J(+) yield curve of Fi?. 2 is characterized !-)y 

a sharp rise at a lilissing mass of 940 :,leV, corresponAing to the 

onset of sinzlc pion pro~:luction. At lower .missinr: t-,iasses fii rect 
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production is kinematically forbidden and the background yielc! 

must arise fro#n various double processes. All the 40 or so 

observed n + yield curves in the mass region beyond the kinematic 

1 imit were we1 1 represented by a si:nple exponentjal of the for;:) 

Y = AeBBP,!. ’ An overall yield curve was fitted with three 

parameters, t\vo for an exponential background of the above for!2 

and one parameter for the “height” of the meson yield. The shaDe 

of the meson yield was calculated using an accurate thick tot-yet 

bremsstrahlung formula, a standard spectror2etcr resolution 

function, and the appropriate kinematic and decay in fli.?ht 

corrections. In practice the data is obtained from a band of 

photon energies extending up to the end-point energy, i.e. each 

ladder element measures the cross section at a slightly different 

u-value and photon energy k. The variation of da/du with u and I: 

was taken into account in the shape of the meson yield by a seconil 

iteration of the analysis. The derived values of k3(cla/du) wore! 

insensitive to the assumed variation of the cross section ;.Jith k 

or u. In all our runs we observed very little sizn of A multi-piorl 

product i on, until r,iissinz masses in the region of the Awre 

reached. 

Fig. 2 al so shows a YI- y 

threshold for I[- production is at 

ield curve. The k i ne!lia t i c 

a mi ssi nl: mass of one pi03 pl LIS 

a nut 1 eon. !!owever the exponential f i t to the data heyon:! t!:e 

kinematic threshold also fits the data well into the region of t:,;cJ 

pion production. Thus there appears to bc 1 ittle evillcnce for 

lower r,lissinZ ;;lass statzs bein;: ,~roduced. At the A* thrcsl;ol!i 

there is a siznificarit change in the yiz1.I curve. This !Ire!ak in 
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the yield curve is well reprcsentcd by the calculated shape for 

An: production as given by a slr!lple Ereit-Wizner shape for the A 

folclcd in with the knok4n experiKlcnta1 resolution. The sssur,lpt i 011 

of an exponentia 1 backr:round and A++ production .yives a qood fit 

to the data up to I,iissing masses of 1320 KeV. ,4bove ttiis missing 

mass value the r(- -yield has substantial contributions from Ilizher 

missing masses and is no longer well represented by this fit. Our 

analysis is insensitive to the exact dependence of du/du on I; but 

we assim2d a I; -3 depcntfence, as was observed for lar,ye angle 

single pion production. Ne corrected for the observeti variation 

of da/du with a second iteration of the analysis. This correction 

was ma1 1. 

Fis.. 3a shows our new data for x+-meson production. The 

agreement betc!cen these new data and our previous data is 

excellent(G). 3 Ne have plotted k (d~/du) versus u, where k is the 

photon energy. Our data plotted in this w3y fall 0n:a 

C0mi,l0n curve, clearly der;lonstratinz the lack of shrinkage out to 

large IuI values. This shows that the cross section is not 

dominated by the exchanGe of a single trajectory with unit slo,r?e. 

There is no sign of a dip in the yield curve at 

11 ” -0.15 (GeV/d2. The resolution of the apparatus in IuI valu~zs 

in this mass reg‘ion is about t.O1 (GeV/c12; hence there is no 

possibility that the dip was not hoinr: seen due to poor 

resollltion. 

Fi g. 3b shows the data of D. Toiilpkins(7) et al. for t5e 

reation 7 + P + fl”+ P. For cor,lgar i son purposes the zlcasuref! S’ 

cross sections arc sho\Arn as a dotted line.. The so cross section 
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at low lul values is rou,zhly equal to the corresponding I[+ cross 

sect ion (7’). At large lul values the I[+ cross sections are about 

1.5 larger than the no values. 

Fig. 3c shows our data for the reaction Y + P -+fi- + A++, 

which must proceed through exchange of a 3/2 isospin particle. 

The dotted line again represents the IX+ cross section. :lote t$at 

the r[- A* cross sections fall considerably more steeply with 

increasing lul than the IC+N cross sections. 

Fig. 3d shows the theoretical predictions of Paschos(2) 

based on pure % exchange, as well as the phenomcnolozical ly 

predicted V.D.M. cross sections(C) based on the reaction 

Yr- + P+ PO 
+ 

+ P for backward I[ -photopro.-iuction. In the V.n.tl. 

predictions 7:/4n = .G7. ;I dotted 1 ine representing the rt+iI cross 

section is plotted for comparison purposes. 

Our data for ~r+Ij combined with thexo P data sug,yests a 

dominant isospin l/2 exchange for lar,ye lul values v!hich wo~uld, 

when combined with an i sovector photoilk predict a photoproduction 

cross section ratio of ~r+rJ to x”P of 2:1, close to the observed 

ratio of 1.5:1. At s:;lal 1 IuI values some a!nount of isospin 3/2 

exchange interfering ;Ji th the isospin l/2 c?XChange coul 3 easi 1y * 

result in the approximately 1:l ratio obscrve;l. This picture, is 

of course not unique, bit is in agreement \%;ith the conclusions of 

G. Kane(4) that isospin 3/2 exchan::e can at the s?ost contribute 

20”; to the back\/arri II+:J photoproduction cross section. To b:? in 

accor:i with the a!>ove picture tile A contribution sl~o~~lcl (lrop off 

rapidly with lul so that it is only iinportant at small 1111 vnlu~s. 
+-I- 

Such behavior is indeed ohserver! in the process 7 + P --) g- + A , 
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which must proceed via A exchange. 

The most natural class of theories to explain the presrlnt 

set of experiments arc those which explain the dips, smletir.les 

observed in cxpcrlments involvin!: nucleon cxchanze, as dur! to 

interference(9) and not to “nonsense” zeros. I t is however 

possible to salvase the conventional Rezxe model with a nonsense 

zero for nu’cleon exchange if it is assumed either that t!le isospin 

l/2 exchange in photo-reactions is largely doininated by the 

NY-trajectory and not by the nucleon trajectory, or that the dir, 

is cancel led by an al:nost exact “exchange degeneracy” of t!le ib 

and I$ trajectories as suggested by Barzer and Iiichael for other 

processes(l0). A comparison of Compton scatterinz(ll) wit!7 the 

observed photoproduction cross section for the second 

resonance(l2) does not make it plausible that the :$ is far more 

strongly coupled to the photon than the ,$, neither clues it seem 

plausible that almost exact exchange degeneracy exists i.n SO:X$ 

u-channel reactions such as P + P+ JC + + d and the photoproduct ion 

processes and not in other reactions such as the various XP 

elastic scattering anrl charge exchange processes. The lack of 

shrinkage with u is also li!;ely to make the construction of 

conventional theories difficult. 

:le concl udc therefore that the lack of a dip occurrin!: in 

photoproduction processes, where there is every reason to bcl izvz 

that nucleon exchange should bz playing a significant role, thrOi:lS 

serious doubt on the presently postulated existence of a nonsense 

zero occurring for the nucleon trajectory at u 2 -.15 (CeV/c) . 2 
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F I GURE c>,PT I ms 

Fig. 1: The experimental apparatus. 

Fig. 2: The measured yield of n+ and I[- mesons in counts !>ct- 

hodoscope element per 10 
14 

E.Q., normalized to standard 

spectro!neter aperture, is plotted versus missin:: mass squarej:i. 

The sol id 1 incs represent least squares fits to the data as 

described in the text. 

Fi7 3: a) 0 l k3(dcr/du) in c::?-c2 -Gel/ is plotted versus II for 

the reaction 7 + P +I[+ + :,’ for photon energies Setween 4.1 G:-eV 

and l/+.8 GcV. This data is also shown as a dotted 1 ine in parts 

b, c, and d of this fizurc for comparison purposes. 

b) k3(da/du) in cr:?‘-c2 -GeV is plotted versus ‘11 for 

the reaction 7+ P -)fi” + P for photon energies between 6 ?cV an:! 

18 GeV. The data are taken frow the experiment by 

Tor.lpkins, et al (7). 

c> k3 (da/du) in ciT12-c2- GeV is plotted versus u for 

++ the reaction 7+ P -+r(- +A for photon energies of ll.5 <:C3V an4 

5.3 GeV. 

d 1 The sol id 1 i ne represents t!le pre?i ct ions for 

the reaction 7 + P +x+ + 1; based on a Rcr;ge morlel. The V.D.!-l. 

prerjictions are also in::licatcd. 
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